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Introduction: Gender in Twentieth-Century Eastern
Europe and the USSR
Catherine Baker
In 2013 a blog called Cosmarxpolitan, reimagining Cosmopolitan magazine covers with photographs and headlines evoking Communist ideology, briefly amused social media users. 1 Its imaginary contents, from '293 fun, sexy ways to urge capitalism towards a classless utopia' to 'Stalin strips down: we bet you've never seen him like THIS!' (with the young Stalin's head superimposed on a topless male model's body), 2 invited the reader to laugh at a contradiction: why would tropes of 20th-century state socialist political discourse be presented in the style of as capitalist a medium as the women's lifestyle magazine? Yet gender historians of eastern Europe and the USSR had explored this apparent oxymoron for some time, demonstrating -for the USSR, Hungary, Yugoslavia and elsewhere -that Communist women's magazines were integral to state socialist projects of reordering gender relations, in what amounted to creating, in the Soviet example, a New Soviet Woman and a New Soviet Man. 3 These very magazines would indeed become rich sources for historians studying how official discourses and images of gender changed over time, how Communist Party women's sections and activists negotiated Party structures, and even -through the prism of readers' letters -some public responses to changing gender policies. 4 With allowances for vernacular, a few stories invented by Cosmarxpolitan's anonymous authors ('15 wedding traditions that are sooooo reactionary!'; '"My boyfriend was a counter-revolutionary": could it happen to you?') could almost have appeared in a Rabotnitsa (Woman Worker, the main Soviet women's magazine), a Nők lapja (Women's Journal, the Hungarian weekly founded in 1949) or a Tina (the 1971-6 Yugoslav franchise of the British teenage magazine). Yet what would the New Socialist Woman and the New Socialist Man actually be, and how was the power to intervene in the structure of gender relations contested under state socialism? How successful were these interventions even in their own terms, and how far did they alter structures of inequality between genders that had existed before Communist parties came to power? These questions preoccupy gender historians of 20th-century eastern Europe and the USSR. 5 Yet state socialism alone did not define the region's century. This was also a century when national self-determination became enshrined as the organizing ideological principle for the region's territory, and when, after socialism collapsed, gender relations were yet again restructured as societies adapted to free-market ideologies. 6 Themes running through the whole century -such as the politics of women's movements, gendered divisions of labour, intersections of gender and ethno-national belonging, or the micropolitics of intimacy and sexuality -have all demanded historians' attention; but so has the problem of what, if anything, conceptually holds together the region that historians construct.
Themes in Gender Histories of Eastern Europe and the Former USSR
The study of women's movements has been foundational for gender historians of eastern Europe, as elsewhere. 7 Research has shown how gender politics have been deeply embedded in contemporaneous notions of citizenship, democracy, national belonging and modernity. 8 Under state socialism, however, the so-called 'woman question' was institutionalized in ways that -potentially -make the region distinct: state socialism professed commitments to gender equality on one hand but fettered all its subjects' autonomy on the other. 9 Historians have debated (first for the USSR, then also for eastern Europe) whether Communist women activists or women's sections could, or should, be said to represent forms of 'Communist feminism'; whether state socialist policies in areas like welfare had any positive effects on gender equality; or whether women operating within state socialist structures could exert any political and social agency. 10 This is far from just an eastern European question -indeed, it opened up in the 2000s after Wang Zheng's study of 'state feminism' in Communist China 11 -but it is particularly important in the region's gender historiography.
An inaugural forum in Aspasia: the International Yearbook of Central, Eastern and Southeastern Women's and Gender History presented opposing views on this question. Mihaela Miroiu argued that feminism should be about 'women's personal autonomy' and, since Communism had repressed this, historians should consider it 'state patriarchy' not 'state feminism'. 12 Krassimira Daskalova, meanwhile, warned against pitting state socialism against idealized concepts of women's autonomy in democratic states, especially given how unequal gender relations had been before state socialism. Daskalova even suggested -provocative as this would continue to be -that comparing women's economic, social and cultural situations in ex-state socialist countries with Western societies might (despite Cold War stereotypes) favour the former. 13 She added that only a wide comparative study of women's 'real life […] in the former socialist states', using sources including archives, periodicals and oral history, would resolve the question, 14 which remains a live one for gender historians.
Other periods, too, bring research agendas on women's activism and agency. As state socialism collapsed, feminists inside and outside eastern Europe almost immediately began documenting how movements would organize in the new political-economic systems and what they would be fighting against: nationalist 'retraditionalization' or 'repatriarchalization' combined with the economic damage of post-socialist privatization. 15 16 A new organizational form, the women's non-governmental organization (NGO), had to be situated within post-Cold War global inequalities in movement of ideas, policies and capital. 17 Meanwhile, historians of Fascist occupation and collaboration, as well as those studying state socialism, have tried to ask often uncomfortable questions about gender and agency under authoritarian rule. This aim has inspired studies of gender and resistance while permitting historians to understand the gender relations of persecution, victimhood and even perpetration of mass violence and genocide. 18 As Nancy Wingfield and Maria Bucur reminded historians (with implications for thinking about state socialism as well as their own volume's topic, war), 'female agency does not necessarily represent a positive force'. 19 Another key theme for gender historians is how access to and remuneration for labour have been structured by perceived differences between men and women. The workplace, like any other social institution, exemplifies what Raewyn Connell called a 'gender regime' -the ideologies and practices that construct social understandings of gender -and evidence about work provides rich material for making 'gender' an 'analytic category' in history as Joan Scott urged historians to do. 20 Following Scott, understanding power through the category of gender requires attention to 'symbolic representations', 'normative statements' about the meanings of gender, the workings of 'social institutions and organizations' and the construction of subjective identities. 21 All can be traced through studies of socialist industrialization; the gendered division of labour outside and inside the home; women's so-called 'double burden' (of paid work and unpaid domestic work) under state socialism, even expanded to a 'triple' or 'quadruple' burden by some scholars; and late-20th-century free-market reforms.
Gender histories of work strikingly illustrate the point that gender is a relational concept -one that contains ideas about what it means to be a woman and ideas about what it means to be a man, and sets them against each other in a binary hierarchy. 22 Scholars can ask how and why jobs were 'regendered' at different times, how discourses justifying new divisions of labour were disseminated and how far images matched experience. 23 The smiling female tractor driver of Stalinist agricultural propaganda, for instance, was neither as common as official representations suggested nor, often, quite so happy to be assigned the work. 24 Historians have also shown that state socialism aimed to reconfigure masculinities as well as femininities: consider what place certain state socialist gender orders at certain times would have given the masculinities of, for instance, the revolutionary, the secret policeman, the nuclear scientist or the target-busting shock worker. 25 (Or consider, indeed, the masculinities of US defence intellectuals on the other side of the Cold War. 26 ) Finally, studying labour emphasizes gender's interrelationship with another axis of inequality, class. Ethnographies of post-socialism illustrate this vividly, showing that people's life courses in post-socialist class and gender orders depended on what social and cultural resources they had been able to acquire under state socialism. 27 Studying gender and the nation, meanwhile, reveals that gender and nationalism are both ways of using power to categorize people. If narratives of national and ethnic identity determine who belongs to the nation, gender regimes intersect with these to determine how a person categorized as male or female is supposed to belong. This insight was confirmed again and again in the post-socialist 1990s through studies of the stigmatization of ethnic 'Others' (in settings including, but not limited to, the Yugoslav wars) and of nationalist/ religious opposition to reproductive rights; 28 an important theoretical basis for some of these studies was Nira Yuval-Davis' Gender and Nation. For a generation of international feminists, wartime sexualized violence in Croatia, BosniaHerzegovina and later Kosovo during the Yugoslav wars would come to stand as the extreme example of nationalism and patriarchy in action. 29 Less often discussed, but just as important for understanding gender, violence and power during the Yugoslav wars, were the matters of sexualized violence against men and of wartime/post-war increases in domestic violence. 30 Yet gender and nationalism were not just 1990s questions; the whole century testified to the gendering of ethnicity and nationhood, especially in wartime. Indeed, which wartime experiences were publicly remembered, and how, depended heavily on how well they matched gendered 'scripts' of national memory. 31 Wingfield and Bucur's Gender and War in Twentieth-Century Eastern Europe argued against simple binaries of masculine fighting fronts and feminine home fronts during the world wars and suggested that gender historians would not be able to make full conclusions about the transformations those wars caused without evidence from eastern Europe. 32 Yet nationalism also operates outside war. Historians of any 20th-century place and moment can ask how nationalist movements and governments combined constructions of gender and ethnicity in their discourses of belonging, their practices of public mobilization, their differential treatment of ethno-national majorities and minorities (especially Jews, Roma and Sinti), and their political struggles over domains such as language and education. 33 Likewise, gender historians can expose any place or period's articulations between state power and intimate, everyday experience by investigating politics of sexuality and reproduction. Governments before, during and after state socialism could all equate national strength with population growth and pursue pro-natalist policies such as state-provided childcare, paid benefits, contraception and access to abortion; they might simultaneously seek to restrain birth rates of ethnic and religious minorities, especially Roma. 34 State socialism was not necessarily incompatible with nationalist discourses of demographic panic (as in the USSR under Stalin or many eastern European states in the 1960s). 35 Abortion, as Susan Gal and Gail Kligman's landmark volume Reproducing Gender showed, would become the most contested topic in 1990s gender politics: many countries' religious and ethno-nationalist interest groups sought to use their new access to political power to restrict abortion, while post-socialist Romanian gender politics were still marked by the legacies of Nicolae Ceauşescu's extreme pro-natalism. 36 Throughout the century, changing gender INTRODUCTION regimes shaped all areas of intimate and domestic life. State interventions in housing, leisure, consumer production and food supply all depended on gendered understandings of family and household. 37 There is usually more research on ideologies of motherhood than fatherhood, 38 though in Soviet gender history this is changing as interest in Soviet masculinities expands. 39 Other studies look relationally at ideologies of marriage, 40 or sex. 41 Meanwhile, scholars of sexual and gender variance -where major topics include homosexuality in 20th-century Russia, and the region-wide politics of 'LGBT' activism under post-socialism -both seek to historicize how specific sexual and gendernon-conforming identities emerged and to use historical evidence to challenge public silences about them in the present. 42 Historians of gender confront historiographical tensions between 'discourse' and 'experience', and between 'women's history' and 'gender history'. Another, for this region, is between 'agency' and 'disempowerment', especially under state socialism. Studies of everyday life under state socialism and of public views about party-states' gendered policies and practices have positioned themselves as depicting agency with more nuance than earlier studies of Communist state power: the overall argument of Jill Massino and Shana Penn's volume on state socialist gender politics and everyday life, for instance, was that 'agency, while limited, did exist for women and men under state socialism'. 43 Małgorzata Fidelis's study of gender and industrialization in Poland similarly sought 'to restore agency to women, who have often been depicted in popular and scholarly literature as passive objects of party-state policies'. 44 Searches for where and how agency might have been located in these structures, as well as awareness that in the early 21st century time to conduct first-hand research with former Communists was running short, helped official state socialist women's organizations emerge as a research topic.
Scholars tackling these subjects agree there are risks in oversimplifying the past but differ deeply over how, where and why oversimplification has been taking place. Again, an argument about the history of women's movements can exemplify what is at stake, this time a 2014-15 debate between Nanette Funk and Kristen Ghodsee in European Journal of Women's Studies. This began when Funk called recent historians of women's movements too keen to find agency in systems which had 'in fact [been] built on denying many women chances to act'. 45 Ghodsee responded that women who had believed in Marxist-Leninist ideals or working for material improvements for women would still have been exercising proactive agency although they had not been struggling for liberal political ideals. 46 Elsewhere, Ghodsee drew on work by Saba Mahmood (about women's religious activism in Egypt) to argue that viewing 'creating individual, autonomous political subjects' as feminism's only possible aim 'reifies a particularly Anglo-American conception of the feminist project'. 47 The women's movements and agency debate turns on histories and legacies of state socialism, but also on how one might conceive of social action within and against structures of power, giving it implications beyond the years of 1917-91 or 1945-91. These questions are, again, not unique to the region; compare Lynn Abrams' search for women's 'potential for power' inside the patriarchal family structures of 19th-century Germany. 48 What distinguishes eastern Europe and the ex-USSR as a site of gender history might -perhaps -be the nationalism/state socialism interrelationship combined with the political charge of studying historical gender relations in a present when post-socialist gender relations were being reconfigured. Pathways for establishing women's and gender studies as fields of knowledge in eastern Europe and the ex-USSR have been diverse yet, almost always, precarious. 49 , compared eastern European gender history to 'an archipelago of individual efforts', 'erupting periodically' with only tenuous connections to 'institutional seats of power', and the links between its islands often being forged outside the region. 50 Working together, scholars have nevertheless been able to constitute a gender history of the region -most commonly through edited volumes (the same format as this book), given the diversity of linguistic, cultural and historical knowledge necessary to draw conclusions that recognize the complexity of the entire space.
'Region' in Eastern European and Soviet Gender History
All edited volumes on gender in eastern Europe and/or the ex-USSR need to define their geographical limits, identify a historical period with a beginning and end, and establish a purpose for the whole collection. They may, for instance, capture pan-regional moments of rupture, such as Funk and Mueller's Gender Politics and Post-Communism, recording the state of gender politics and women's activism in the first few years after 1989. 51 They may test a certain interpretive lens, such as Penn and Massino's Gender Politics and Everyday Life in State Socialist Eastern and Central Europe, which emphasized cultural/social history approaches, the history of everyday life and individuals' (limited) agency in negotiating state socialist structures. 52 They may seek to reshape another field using evidence from gender history, such as Wingfield and Bucur's Gender and War in Twentieth-Century Eastern Europe, which sought to intervene in the wider social history of war in Europe. Other volumes do the same for subsidiary regions such as Russia or south-east Europe, 53 while the important recent collection edited by Joanna Regulska and Bonnie Smith, Women and Gender in Postwar Europe, drew both on eastern European and western European microhistories in tracing a gender history of the Cold War that would encompass the whole continent, not one half. 54 The problem of how far eastern European/Soviet gender relations can be understood through analytical frameworks developed elsewhere, and why feminist insights from the region have not been widely taken up outside, has troubled gender scholars since research on gender in this area began. Eastern European theorists consistently stress the risks of uncritically importing Western analytical moves -from Hana Havelková's warning that early-1990s Western feminists were missing 'the specific historical experience of women in Eastern Europe' when talking about the region, 55 to Robert Kułpa and Joanna Mizielińska's refutation of the idea that post-socialist eastern Europe needed to learn about LGBT equality from the West. 56 Postcolonial critiques of 'area studies' thus also resonate in and for this region, 57 and indeed some eastern European feminists who heard their criticisms of Western feminism's INTRODUCTION universalizing and patronizing currents echoed by feminists of colour around the world use postcolonial and decolonial thought to theorize their own positions globally. 58 Contextualizing eastern Europe as a region also requires care not to assume one undifferentiated category of 'women' (or 'men', or 'gender'). 59 Despite the transnational commonalities that mean it can be thought about as a 'region' in the first place, every country had a specific history as an independent state and as part(s) of other states; moreover, one country over time could go through multiple shifts in gender regimes even as the political system stayed broadly the same. Lynne Haney, for instance, suggested that changing welfare policy in socialist Hungary revealed very different concepts of gender and need between 1948 to 1968, 1968 to 1985 and 1985 to 1996 -and her last period (before another, more neoliberal welfare reform) bridged late socialism and early postsocialism. 60 Haney, and many others, argued against the homogenizing idea of 'transitology' (common in mainstream sociology and political science during the 1990s) that considered that all state socialist countries had had the same experiences and would follow the same path into the free market and liberal democracy. (Indeed, the dislocations 'transitology' helped cause are themselves now topics for post-Cold War gender history.) The region, however one conceived of it, also needed to be connected with broader transnational and global processes, and with other regions to which a place of study might concurrently belong (the wider post-Ottoman space, for instance, was just as much a 'region' as 'eastern Europe'). Comparative projects rarely straddled the region's 'inside' and 'outside', with some exceptions such as Regulska and Smith's volume, Silke Roth's collection on European Union gender policies after the 2004 EU enlargement, 61 or Éva Fodor's study of women's employment in 1945-95 Hungary and Austria. 62 Fodor's research design also illustrated how boundaries of region shifted: Austria and Hungary, part of the 'West' and 'East' respectively after 1945, would have been on the same side of most analytical categorizations for earlier periods, representing the two political power centres of the late Habsburg Empire.
The spatial category of 'eastern Europe and the (former) USSR' nevertheless presents enough commonalities (albeit different ones at different times, and rarely universal) to function as the kind of 'temporary fixity' Ann Stoler describes in her studies of colonial power and sexuality. 63 Stoler calls on historians to view designations deriving from categories such as race, class, gender or in this volume's case region as contingent ideas that can represent 'working concepts' as long as one recognizes their limitations. These are concepts 'that we work with to track variation in their use and usefulness' (and many scholars of this region reflect on this); 'concepts that do work to destabilize received historical narratives' (though in our case the very narrative of eastern Europe as a coherent region is one that needs destabilizing); and 'concepts that are "working" in the sense that they are […] subject to review and revision rather than being fully formed'. 64 As long as one is transparent about how concepts of 'region' order knowledge, they can still serve as working bases for comparison. This volume has approached its task accordingly.
Gender in Eastern Europe and the (Former) USSR Across the Century
This volume, simply by being conceived, does perpetuate the intellectual construction of 'eastern Europe and the (former) USSR' as a meaningful space; moreover, by combining the ex-USSR and eastern Europe, it centres state socialism as the defining feature of its 'region-ness'. Yet it also aims to show how politics and negotiations of gender have transcended the region and formed part of currents that also matter to gender historians elsewhere. Weighing up changes, continuities and even reversals in the region's gender regimes across the 20th century and into the early 21st, it seeks to resolve the tension that gender historians and specialists in Women's and Gender Studies whose expertise centres on other regions face in integrating these areas into understandings of global gender history in the 20th century: the account would not be complete unless it did incorporate this area, but neither can it view the region (in the state socialist period or at any other time) as monolithic, or as detached from the gender histories of the rest of the globe. Nor, this volume demonstrates, should such an account view the region as a space where the state of gender relations moved inexorably from patriarchal oppression towards equality over the course of the 20th century, or even just since the end of state socialism.
A decade after the collapse of state socialism in eastern Europe, the sociologist Peggy Watson was among many gender scholars who observed that even then, 'whatever the gains, democratization ha [d] not been experienced as an unequivocal improvement' on what had gone before. 65 Neither was the impact the same for all women, or all men. Instead, as Kirsten Ghodsee and other ethnographers of post-socialism showed, individuals' prospects after the Cold War were stratified by intersections of gender/class/ethnicity and what these had given people access to under state socialism. 66 In this vein, Susan Gal and Gail Kligman's book The Politics of Gender after Socialism -still a foundational text for any study of gender in post-Cold War Europe -both exemplified the pushback against teleologies of 'transition' and insisted that gender was an essential 'analytic category' in revealing why these were so flawed. 67 They observed, moreover, that '[s]ome of the most interesting questions about social process are lost' in studying gender if scholars neglect 'continuities between pre-and post-1989' or those between 'capitalist and socialist societies'. 68 This volume affirms and deepens Gal and Kligman's observation through fourteen specially commissioned chapters of new historical research, in settings ranging from central Europe before World War I to struggles over LGBT rights that continued to unfold even as the volume was being written. In the process, it offers further dimensions: the perspective of an extra fifteen years for assessing the legacies of state socialism and its collapse; an even finer-grained attention to the intimate politics of gender regimes, drawing on new perspectives on the history of the everyday and on the history of sexuality and gender non-conformity; and recognition of the continued efforts of east European gender scholars in the 2000s and 2010s to push the problem of defining this region as a category of analysis far beyond simplistic differentiations of one 'West' and one 'East'.
INTRODUCTION
The first section of the volume, 'Between the Fin de Siècle and the Interwar Period', shows that parallels between pre-socialism and post-socialism, as well as just pre-and post-1989, can offer important insights into 20th-century gender history. Some kinds of parallel are well established: the topic of maternity, explored in Cynthia Paces' study of constructions of health and nation in the visual culture of Czech motherhood before 1918, has been central to women's history from the beginning. Others can only emerge as new fields of scholarship develop: Olga Dimitrijević's research as she seeks to develop lesbian history in Serbia has also revealed networks of Anglo-Yugoslav romance and friendship during and after World War I that permit historians to revisit the topic of 'sapphic modernities'. Both the nexus between reproductive politics and nationalism and the question of historicizing the emergence of sexual identities are simultaneously key topics after 1989-91. At the very same time Czech nationalists were founding their nation and British and Yugoslav sapphists were participating in a transnational avant-garde, state socialism was already being established in part of this volume's region, what would become known as the (former) USSR. Joanne Laycock and Jeremy Johnson's chapter on creating 'New Soviet Women' in 1920s Armenia draws direct comparisons between the interwar period and the present as it traces gendered ideas of modernity and tradition, showing that Soviet gender policies were not uniform across the federation but depended on how gender and ethnicity intersected in Communists' eyes.
State socialism provides the focus for the next two sections of the volume. The gender politics of Stalinism in the USSR and the effects of genocide, occupation and total war in eastern Europe, discussed in the section on 'Gender Regimes of Revolution and War', were preconditions for how post-war Communist parties in eastern Europe tried to reshape their own countries' gender order. Ideologies of maternity and the family, first introduced in this volume in the context of pre-World War I nationalism, recur in Jenny Kaminer's chapter on changing representations of Soviet motherhood between the Russian Revolution and the 1980s, which questions how far Soviet Communists either imagined or achieved a revolutionary transformation of maternity and domestic work. The intersection of ethnicity and gender, already observed in 1920s Armenia, is seen in Katherine Jolluck's chapter on Poland under Nazi and Soviet occupation to be a necessary analytic for understanding how each occupying force exerted power over conquered civilians and sought to destroy or subjugate its racial, ethnic and class enemies -and also for understanding how Poles, Jews and other victims reacted to the unparalleled violence of World War II and the Holocaust. Kerstin Bischl's chapter on female soldiers in the wartime Red Army both discusses how women negotiated patriarchal structures during their service and shows how women narrated their experiences in different ways according to shifts in later Soviet and post-Soviet gender politics. The last chapter, by Erica Fraser, uses a similar time frame to the section's first chapter on motherhood and represents a study of so-called 'revolutionary masculinities' in Bolshevik and Soviet ideology. By drawing on scholarship in French Revolutionary and Latin American gender history, Fraser indicates one way in which this region's gender history and the gender history of other regions can enrich each other. At war's end, eastern European populations and the Communist parties that took power across the region in 1945-8 contended with the legacies of revolution, occupation, violence and genocide seen in the previous section. These were the contexts in which the new state socialist authorities in eastern Europe made their gender policies, the subject of the volume's third section ('Gender Politics and State Socialist Power'). These were informed by, and had parallels with, the Soviet gender regimes seen earlier in the volume. Yet they were neither identical impositions of Soviet policy on to distinct local realities (as Ivan Simić demonstrates in his chapter on the youth work actions of newly Communist Yugoslavia) nor always a complete rupture from the practices of the regimes they had replaced (as Judit Takács found when, during the research her chapter is based on, she discovered state socialist police in Hungary had continued previous regimes' 'listing' of gay men for blackmail and manipulation). The multiple forms of state socialism combined a rhetoric of gender equality that supposedly set them above the West with a dependence on scarcity and an intrusion into -as Maria Bucur illustrates in a chapter contextualizing her own experiences in state socialist Romania and as a historian researching post-socialist gender relations -the most intimate spheres of everyday life that nevertheless created a recognizably distinct set of gender regimes within 20th-century gender history. This set was not a monolith: gender policies could vary widely within the same country over time, let alone between countries, and (as Kaminer, Bischl, Simić and Takács all help to suggest) it retained much of the patriarchal gender order that preceded it. It nevertheless helps explain what holds eastern Europe together as a region of analysis for gender historians.
The final section, 'Gender During and After the Collapse of Communism', offers several ways to question whether the collapse of state socialism in 1989-91 was as complete a break with the past as it has sometimes been popularly portrayed. Anna Muller's study of the imaginative strategies through which imprisoned political prisoners redefined their masculinities, yet continued to essentialize femininity, in 1980s Poland suggests that the origins of 'retraditionalized' post-socialist gender orders need to be sought before as well as after the fall of state socialism itself. Adriana Zaharijević, assessing the priorities of feminist activism after the break-up of Yugoslavia and the wars that ensued, demonstrates that the post-Cold War period has been more complex than simply representing one unchanging post-socialist context within which activists worked. Maria Adamson and Erika Kispeter, taking women's access to professional work in Hungary and Russia as their example, demonstrate a twofold comparative analytic which balances continuity and change on either side of the temporal rupture of 1989-91 as well as across national borders. My overview of LGBT politics since the end of the Cold War, meanwhile, shows that new possibilities for social action and identity formation (not only concerning sexuality but also understandings of the embodiment of gender itself), themselves unfolding in transnational contexts that transcend the region, have encountered such varying outcomes and, most recently, such sustained backlash by some religious movements and governments that simple 'progress narratives' of movement towards equality are empirically as well as conceptually problematic. The 'retraditionalization' argument advanced by Verdery, Gal, Kligman and others already suggested, INTRODUCTION in the 1990s, that post-socialism reversed, rather than improved, gender equality. By the mid-2010s the temporalities of post-socialism seemed even more complex, with some gay, lesbian and queer people in the region first experiencing new freedoms then seeing them withdrawn; and with the memory or reinterpretation of gender relations under state socialism continuing to be a resource in contestations of gender politics more than two decades after the end of state socialist rule. Laycock and Johnson's observation about the gap between rhetoric and experience in the Soviet transformation of Armenia is relevant for the entire region and century covered in this volume: that often 'the representation of transformation […] may in fact be more powerful than transformation itself '.
While some chapters in this volume have broader geographical scope than others, all can be used to pose questions about chronology and temporality in modern gender history which are important for historians seeking to draw transnational conclusions. When Zaharijević, for instance, suggests the postCold War Yugoslav region has experienced a distinct 'neoliberal' period as well as an immediately 'post-socialist' period and that questions of activism and citizenship might need to be posed differently for each one, her rationale is grounded in those societies' specific experiences; but what would asking the same questions about another society reveal? If Fraser's discussion of Soviet, French and Latin American 'revolutionary masculinities' is already striving to span political systems in understanding that aspect of gender history, what might become possible through turning such a lens on the gender orders produced through, say, Irish as well as Polish experiences of political imprisonment during the late Cold War, or on how the types of narratives that Australian as well as Soviet veterans felt able to express in public were shaped by systemic social and political shifts? Or, indeed, on any other topic?
The chapters also seek to highlight the ways in which scholars' ideas of region influence the conclusions they draw. Laycock and Johnson, for instance, contend that many conclusions about 'Soviet' gender history rely solely on evidence from metropolitan Russia whereas studies of Transcaucasia -or indeed, as others have argued, Central Asia -show even more complex and contradictory pictures of Soviet gender ideology. Jolluck demonstrates that appreciating the background behind Soviet gender relations is essential context for understanding gendered experiences of Soviet occupation during World War II or, as Simić continues to show, Soviet influences (and their limits) on state socialist gender policies in eastern Europe. Together, the chapters provide evidence and conclusions which would enable students to ask: how coherent is 'eastern Europe and the former USSR' as a region, or indeed as two regions? Where and how does the notion of subsidiary regions such as 'central Europe', 'former Yugoslavia' or 'Transcaucasia' help scholars form research questions and weigh up similarity against specificity? Are there other regions, such as a 'post-Ottoman space' that would include south-east Europe and Transcaucasia but also much of the Middle East, which should cross-cut the boundaries of an area defined by its experience of state socialism? And to what extent should the region(s) in this volume be studied through comparison with gender histories elsewhere? These matters are important to decide in the course of framing globally aware, yet locally rooted, gender histories.
Eastern Europe and the USSR in Global Gender Histories
The project of 'gendering the Cold War', as Małgorzata Fidelis, Renata Jambrešić Kirin, Jill Massino and Libora Oates-Indruchová termed one current approach to transnationalizing 20th-century gender history, 69 simultaneously requires (as Fidelis and colleagues argued) more attention to be paid to smaller states as well as superpowers and, with Cold War history itself experiencing a global turn, suggests new directions in which east European and Soviet gender history might expand. In 2009, for instance, Katherine Verdery joined Sharad Chari in calling for scholars to think 'between the posts' of post-socialism and postcolonialism and synthesize a research agenda from studies of both phenomena, rather than assigning different research questions to ex-state socialist and postcolonial societies. 70 Today, emerging research agendas on so-called Second World-Third World connections or state socialist policy towards the 'developing world' seek to decentre the West as a model for understanding global activism and mobilities (as in Kristen Ghodsee's research linking women's movements in Bulgaria and Zambia, or Anne Gorsuch's work on Soviet-Cuban encounters in the 1960s). 71 Both in these projects, and in another recent set of studies historicizing gender, migration and sex work, 72 east European gender history becomes part of a deeply global history of gender relations. Contributions both in this volume and elsewhere -Paces' references to Beth Baron's study of Egypt, or Baker's to Rahul Rao's work on India; the impact in the 'socialist feminism' debates of Saba Mahmood's work on Muslim feminism or Wang Zheng's on China -offer many ways in which historians are already laying its groundwork.
Indeed, precedents like these even open space for tracing east European involvement in the gendered projects of European colonialism -a history still hardly addressed. Stoler's history of the Dutch East Indies, for instance, tells briefly of the Dutch colonial novelist Madelon Székely-Lolofs who happened to be married to a Hungarian estate manager in 1920s Deli; 73 but historians could still study more systematically how eastern European individuals, states, organizations, capital and cultural representations were positioned within frameworks of gender and empire in this global sense, or how this interacted with gender within the east European empires. While recognizing the region's structural marginalization in relation to western Europe, historians can simultaneously ask what investments in gendering whiteness east Europeans had (and have today) 74 -and attempts to situate eastern Europe in a postcolonial or decolonial framework will need to answer this question in global dialogues of gender history.
Yet for these dialogues to be true dialogues, surveys of European or global women's history and gender history should also draw more extensively on scholarship about and from eastern Europe and the ex-USSR. 75 Russia does slightly better than eastern Europe or other Soviet republics in such surveys; 76 yet all these areas offer rich gender histories, with important commonalities but also complex layers of differences between (and within) countries. Too often, Jitka Malećková argued in 2010, 'encounter[s] between gender and history' in Europe produce a 'small Europe' by centring their research questions on the West; while Josie McLellan, for instance, urged 20th-century European women's history in general to push out into opening up broader questions of 'similarities and differences between societies with different economic regimes', capitalist or not. 77 
INTRODUCTION
Returning to some major themes of east European and Soviet gender history identified at the beginning of this introduction, then, we might conclude by suggesting questions that gender history specialists in other areas could take up. What more could the debates about women's activism, agency and complicity in eastern Europe -which were themselves reopened in dialogue with research on Communist China -contribute to the history of women's movements worldwide? What could a greater understanding of the intimate politics of state socialism offer accounts of the transnational history of sexuality? How could a more comprehensive gender history of Europe at war in the 20th century incorporate the gendered forms of deprivation, degradation and trauma that characterized the wartime experience in the East? And how do the intersections between gender and other hierarchies in this region relate to those established in women's and gender history elsewhere? As part of the Gender and History series, this volume joins the call for gender historians to move beyond a 'small Europe' in interpreting gender regimes across the continent and around the world. 67, 146, 149, 152, 193-4 health and 27, 29, 35-6, 39, 151, 192, 193 7, [9] [10] [11] 49, 81, 157, 201, 203, 207, 232, 237, 239 Croatia 4, [57] [58] [59] [60] 205, 235, 248 Czech nation 9, 137, 186, 188, 191, 214, 230 democracy 2, 7, 28, 33, 158, 202, 205, 207, 209 ; see also postsocialism demography 4, 203-4, 219 'double burden' 3, 149, 195, 203 dress 37-9, 55, 59, 70-1, 150-1 Eastern Europe see Europe, Eastern education 4, 27, 71, 105, 9, Eastern concepts of 2, 7, 11 in global context 6-7, 12 East/West division of 6, 13, 49, 208, 229, 236, 237, 242 in gender history 6, 91, 108, 136-7, 24 
